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Subject: Petition 1150/2008, by A. Cleveringa (Dutch), on modification of European 
standards for the eyesight of drivers

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner is a diabetic and truck driver. His medical condition in no way hampers him in 
the exercise of his profession. The petitioner needed to apply for an extension to his driving 
licence, for which purpose he was required to undergo an eye test. A small complication was 
detected. However, the ophthalmologist regarded it as minimal and did not think that it would 
affect his work as a driver. Despite this, the result of the petitioner's eye test did not satisfy 
European standards for the eyesight of holders of certain driving licences. According to 
doctors, however, the petitioner's eyesight is amply sufficient to enable him to do his job as a 
truck driver. The petitioner loved his driving job and is very frustrated not to be allowed to 
continue to work on account of a harmless complication. He requests modification of the 
European standards in the directive on driving licences.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 5 February 2009. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 20 March 2009.

The petition
The petitioner is a truck driver. When renewing his driving licence, he was declared unfit to 
drive, since he no longer met the European minimum standards regarding eyesight. The 
petitioner is frustrated about not being allowed to continue to work and therefore he asks for a 
modification of the legislation.

The Commission's comments on the petition
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The minimum standards of physical and mental fitness for driving a power-driven vehicle
are laid down in Annex III of Directive 91/439/EEC1 and in Annex III of Directive
2006/126/EC2 on driving licences. Point 6 of both Annexes, dealing with eyesight and 
driving, lays down more severe requirements for driving a truck or a coach than for driving 
a car or a motorcycle.
However, in order to adapt legislation to technical and scientific progress, the Commission 
set out to work in 2004 in order to update some of the minimum standards of physical and 
mental fitness for driving, including those regarding eyesight. A working group composed 
of ophthalmologists from different Member States produced a report on their work, which 
has been published3 on the website of the Directorate-General for Energy and Transport.
This report led the Commission to draft amendments to the relevant section of Annex III on 
eyesight of both directives, especially in making the standards more flexible for drivers of 
heavy vehicles, provided that the opinion of a competent medical authority is obtained.
On 5 February 2009 the Driving Licence Committee unanimously expressed a favourable 
opinion regarding these amendments. Subject to the forthcoming adoption of the amending 
directives by the Commission, the new minimum standards on eyesight should be 
applicable next year, since Member States shall bring into force the provisions necessary to 
comply with the directives no later than one year after entry into force.
Conclusion

The petitioner does not mention which criterion or criteria of the current applicable minimum 
medical standards concerning eyesight he fails to meet. If the amendments to the legislation 
described above apply to his case, his situation may be reviewed once the new standards 
become applicable.

                                               
1 Directive 91/439/EEC of 29 July 1991 on driving licences, OJ L 237, 24.8.1991, p. 1
2 Directive 2006/126/EC of 20 December 2006 on driving licences OJ L 403/18 30.12.2006 

p.18
3 http://ec.europa.eu/transport/roadsafety/behavior/fitness_to_drive_en.htm: "new standards 

for the visual functions of the drivers".


